For over twenty years, the Material Handling industry has been a focus of InCord to provide life saving and cost reducing safety netting solutions. With high capacity custom fabrication and a coast to coast network of Authorized Distributors, InCord has become North America’s largest custom safety netting manufacturer.

**More Solutions Under One Roof**
From rack and conveyor protection to floor opening fall protection, InCord has a custom netting solution for your facility. Our engineering team can even develop a unique solution for your application if our standard offerings are not suitable.

**Custom Made for Your Facility**
When we say custom, we mean netting systems designed to meet your needs. All of our products are configured and built to dimensions and requirements unique to your application.

Custom made netting provides optimum protection compared to off-the-shelf solutions which may not fit your equipment or facility adequately for the level of protection you need for safety and compliance.

**High Volume Production Capacity**
InCord keeps you on schedule, even with enormous quantity requirements. Need to outfit multiple large facilities? We can leverage our large material inventory and adaptable production processes for high output and short lead times.

- Custom fabricated systems for reliable safety.
- The largest inventory of raw material.
- Manufacturing capabilities for unique needs.

**Nationwide Distributor Network**
InCord’s network of Authorized Distributors is made up of the best equipment providers and integrators across North America. Ask your dealer or distributor for InCord netting. Or, give us a call and we’ll find a knowledgable InCord Authorized Distributor near you.
InCord offers a wide variety of netting to meet your needs. Available in several mesh sizes from non-porous Spillex™ to 2-1/2 inch N820 heavy duty netting for full pallet protection. Your Authorized InCord Distributor can advise you on the best choice for your application.

**Rack Guard**
InCord custom safety netting systems for pallet racks provides up to 6,000 foot-pounds of protection in retail and in industry to protect goods from falling. Vertical or horizontal, applications include protection for the back on single rows, in flue spaces for back-to-back racks and under pallet flow systems.

**Elevating Rack Guard**
The InCord Elevating Rack Guard is an easy to operate vertically actuated safety system designed to protect elevated rack loading and storage areas. ERG takes advantage of existing rack framework to provide effective guarding while keeping each bay individually accessible.

**Conveyor Guard**
Used underneath and around virtually every type of conveyor application including belt, roller and overhead systems. The lightweight netting use in conveyor guard systems will protect workers below and offer a “soft-catch” which will reduce product damage versus metal guards. Conveyor guard can also be made with non-porous Spillex™ for liquid spill containment.

**Truck Loading Nets**
The InCord safety net system for truck loading provides gap protection between truck beds and loading platforms. The easily deployable fall protection system is secured to the truck side rails and to the loading platform with quick releasing J-hooks.

**CartNet™**
CartNet™ for mobile carts and stackable rack, wraps and protects merchandise from falling during transportation. These reusable nets eliminate the need for shrink wrapping and its associated costs for both materials and recycling. Only a few uses are needed to realize savings.

**BayNets™**
Easy to use and cost effective solution for floor opening fall protection in vehicle, machine and associated service pits. Where pit access is needed, BayNets slides open along cabled tracks. BayNets Systems install to help you meet OSHA regulations including 1910.28(b) for walking-working surface fall protection.